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who am i?
✦ Nefeli Kousi 

✦ National Kapodistrian University of Athens 

✦ 2013: Technical student PH-DT & PH-SFT 

✦ 2015: Associate PH-SFT 

✦ 2015: Fellow PH 

✦ 2016: Fellow EP-SFT



What do i do?

✦ Baseline work for EP, EP-DT, EP-SFT and ROOT 

✦ R&D for ROOT and CERNVM 
Work for 2 different EP groups and the EP 
Department, in 3 different projects 

✦ Communication and collaboration with web-
related communities and services



Baseline work
Websites of: 

✦ EP-DT 

✦ EP-SFT 

✦ ROOT 

✦ EP 

✦ EP News

What I do: 

✦Maintenance/Updates 

✦Assistance to the current editors 

✦Alternations/Additions 

✦Moving the EP Archive* 

✦Keep in close contact with the 
ENTICE CERN community 

✦Assistance with publishing 
newsletters  

✦Advising there projects on web 
related issues
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Example: When Drupal releases new security updates 
my job is to check if they affect our infrastructure and 

implement them accordingly.



ROOT PRIMER
A bit about the project: 

So far a very complete and helpful documentation about ROOT can be 

found in the ROOT Primer, both in PDF and HTML versions.Although 
experience suggests that learning by doing is a great way to grasp new 
subjects and increase own skills. 
 
The Primer is a very useful tool since it is suggested to absolute 
beginners and used in the ROOT Summer Students Tutorial. 

Goal of this project is to create an interactive space collecting text, 
code, and images together, and allowing the user to modify and see 
the altered results immediately.  
 
This opportunity is given to us via the use of Jupyter Notebooks.



ROOT PRIMER
✦ Port ROOT-Primer to notebooks 

✦ All code snippets must be able to work 
interactively 

✦ When possible use jsroot magic for an 
interactive graphics outcome 

✦ Automatically create pdf and html versions 

✦ The notebooks are available via SWAN 

https://swan002.cern.ch/hub/spawn?projurl=https://github.com/bytemonster/ROOT-Primer.git


Main challenges
✦ The complexity of ROOT itself 

✦ Interactive javascript tool for plots newly 
developed 

✦ Tools necessary for the project had mostly 
deprecated documentation, and often gave 
contradicting instructions (eg. nbconvert) 

✦ Sophisticated post-processing necessary for the 
creation of PDF and HTML



completion status
Done 

Infrastructure ready 

Content accessible via SWAN 

Text and code adjusted for use with notebooks 

To Do 

Review of content 

Use of Jsroot to remaining plots
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Example: Let us check how the notebooks look like.



Usage Statistics for 
CERNVM

A bit about the project: 

 
CERNVM is a wildly used project, offering pre-configured environment 
for scientific computing in a Virtual Machine. 

Having users all around the world makes the task of understanding how 
the product is used very challenging: How much CPU is given to each 
VM? Is the interactive mode favoured over the batch mode? So the idea 
of creating an automated tool reporting usage statistics was born. 
  
The problem of tracking usage statistics is long solved for websites by 
using tracking servers. Piwik is a wildly used (also the CERN choice for 
official websites) open source solution that we decided to customise for 
our needs. 



Main dataset
✦ CPU 

✦ RAM 

✦ Disk space 

✦ Type of VM (interactive or batch mode) 

✦ VM life time 

✦ Experiment using the VM 

✦ Geographical location of the VM



Main challenges

✦ Piwik is made for website tracking therefore 
major customisation is necessary 

✦ Performance should be taken into account since 
the amount of users is high



completion status
Done 

Full setup of custom server locally  

Tests for client-server communication 

To Do 

Creation of Client side script 

Setup of the final server 

Database queries 



Next steps

✦ Finalise the ROOT Primer 

✦ Setup of the Piwik server and client side-script 

✦ Continue maintenance of Drupal websites 

✦ Keep close communication with the ENTICE 
CERN community



A great thanks

✦ Danilo, Olivier, Bertrand, Enric  

✦ Jakob, Gerri 

✦ Angela Ricci and the secretaries of EP 

✦ Roger Forty, Panagiotis Charitos 

✦ Sotirios Voutas and Eduardo Alvarez Fernandez
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